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A definitive overview of film adaptations of the works of horror master
Stephen King analyzes the thematic, narative, and character links that
are revealed among his films, exploring such popular films as Stand By
Me, Misery, The Shining, The Green Mile, and The Shawshank
Redemption, among others. Original. 15,000 first printing.
Sometimes going home is just the beginning... ‘Vivid and beautifully
written, Liz Fenwick is a gifted storyteller’ Sarah Morgan, Sunday
Times bestselling author 'Atmospheric, emotional and full of mystery
– an absolute pleasure from page one' Veronica Henry, Sunday
Times bestselling author
A new selection of Franz Kafka’s shorter fiction and nonfiction work,
selected and with a preface by Book of Numbers author Joshua Cohen.
“Being asked to write about Kafka is like being asked to describe the
Great Wall of China by someone who’s standing just next to it. The
only honest thing to do is point.” —Joshua Cohen, from his foreword
to He: Shorter Writings of Franz Kafka This is a Kafka emergency kit,
a congregation of the brief, the minor works that are actually major.
Joshua Cohen has produced a frame that refuses distinctions between
what is a story, a letter, a workplace memo, and a diary entry, also
including popular favorites like The Bucket Rider, The Penal Colony,
and The Burrow. Here we see Kafka’s preoccupations in writing
about animals, messiah variations, food, and exercise, each in his
signature style. Cohen’s selection emphasizes the stately structure of
utterly coherent logic within an utterly incoherent and illogical world,
showing how Kafka harnessed the humblest grammar to metamorphic
power, until the predominant effect ceases to be the presence of an
unreliable narrator but the absence of the universe’s only reliable
narrator—God.
Got ghosts in your garage?! Tired of those pesky zombies roaming
around your front lawn? Have no fear! Doc Macabre, the one-man
supernatural sweeper-upper, is here! There's no job too big for Doc,
who, with the aide of his right hand man, er... robot, Lloyd, will have
you back resting in your lounge chair monster-free! (For a fee, of
course!)
The Graveyard Book
A Play in One Act
Gargoyles and Grotesques
The Ultimate Werewolf
Dead, She Said
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens,
known as Bod, is a normal boy. He would be completely
normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by
ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the world
of the living nor the dead. There are adventures in the
graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to

the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible
Sleer. But if Bod leaves the graveyard, he will be in
danger from the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's
family.
A monumentally devastating plague leaves only a few
survivors who, while experiencing dreams of a battle
between good and evil, move toward an actual
confrontation as they migrate to Boulder, Colorado.
Karyn and her husband Roy had come to the peaceful
California village of Drago to escape the savagery of the
city. On the surface Drago appeared to be like most small
rural towns. But it was not. The village had a most
unsavory history. Unexplained disappearances, sudden
deaths. People just vanished, never to be found.--From
back cover.
National Bestseller! Return to the sprawling, Hugo Awardwinning universe of the Galactic Commons to explore
another corner of the cosmos—one often mentioned, but
not yet explored—in this absorbing entry in the Wayfarers
series, which blends heart-warming characters and
imaginative adventure. With no water, no air, and no native
life, the planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has
going for it is a chance proximity to more popular worlds,
making it a decent stopover for ships traveling between
the wormholes that keep the Galactic Commons connected.
If deep space is a highway, Gora is just your average
truck stop. At the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul spacers
can stretch their legs (if they have legs, that is), and get
fuel, transit permits, and assorted supplies. The Five-Hop
is run by an enterprising alien and her sometimes helpful
child, who work hard to provide a little piece of home to
everyone passing through. When a freak technological
failure halts all traffic to and from Gora, three
strangers—all different species with different aims—are
thrown together at the Five-Hop. Grounded, with nothing
to do but wait, the trio—an exiled artist with an
appointment to keep, a cargo runner at a personal
crossroads, and a mysterious individual doing her best to
help those on the fringes—are compelled to confront where
they’ve been, where they might go, and what they are, or
could be, to each other.
Stephen King's N.
Stephen King Country
Monster
Wolffile
The Ghoul
Inspired by Mary Shelley's immortal gothic horror tale, Frankenstein
Alive, Alive brings new life to the Promethean monster, courtesy of
Steve Niles (30 Days of Night) and Bernie Wrightson (Frankenstein,
Swamp Thing). Victor Frankenstein's cobbled together creature
continues his adventures, embarking on a journey to discover his own
humanity. This collection includes the four-issue series along with an
extended gallery section of never-before-seen layouts and pencils by
Wrightson, all scanned from the original art. Additional art is supplied
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in the final chapter by Kelley Jones (at Wrightson's request), who
artwork in this book has been scanned directly from the original
stepped in to complete the series upon the comic book legend's
artwork so fans can savior Wrighton's genius up close and
untimely passing.
personal. Also included in this monograph is an introductory
For the first time ever as a complete ebook series, all of Stephen King’s essay, an in-depth interview, and photographs taken during his
eight Dark Tower novels—one of the most acclaimed and popular series tenure as an associate partner of the studio.
of all time. Special bonus: The ebook boxed set now includes The
In 1996, Richard Chizmar's debut short story collection,
Complete Concordance, a user’s guide to the Dark Tower world. Set in MIDNIGHT PROMISES, was a finalist for the World Fantasy
a world of ominous landscape and macabre menace, The Dark Tower Award. Now, nearly two decades later, Chizmar assembles thirtyseries features one of Stephen King’s most powerful creations—The
five stories, including a previously-unpublished novella, and
Gunslinger—a haunting figure who embodies the qualities of the lone presents us with A LONG DECEMBER.
hero through the ages, from ancient myth to frontier Western legend.
In the hills of Southern California, a series of violent and
As Roland crosses a desert of damnation in a treacherous world that is a gruesome deaths occurs within the space of a few hours. The
twisted image of our own, he moves ever closer to the Dark Tower of murders are attributed to some unknown, savage
his dreams—and nightmares. This stunning, must-have collection
animal.Precisely one month later, college student Meg Talley is
includes: The Dark Tower I: The Gunslinger; The Dark Tower II: The attacked in the same manner. Astonishingly, she survives, but
Drawing of the Three; The Dark Tower III: The Waste Lands; The
when she insists that her assailant was a hideous monster-like
Dark Tower IV: Wizard and Glass; The Dark Tower: The Wind
creature, she is called hysterical. Journalist Douglas Morgan,
Through the Keyhole; The Dark Tower V: Wolves of the Calla; The
private eye Nick Grundel, and horror novelist Blake Corbett,
Dark Tower VI: Song of Susannah; and The Dark Tower VII: The Dark however, have each theorized that the mangling, incredible
Tower. The perfect keepsake for Stephen King fans, The Dark Tower though it seems, might be the work of a werewolf. Now they
8-Book Boxed Set is the most extraordinary and imaginative cycle of team up with Meg to peruse an intensive investigation. When a
tales in the English language from “the reigning King of American
suspect is apprehended and confined, the four are on hand. But
popular literature” (Los Angeles Daily News).
neither skeptics nor believers are prepared for the bone-chilling
When Los Angeles Detective Lieutenant Lloyd Klimpt finds himself in terror and cataclysmic violence that will be unleashed in the night
the middle of a Hollywood mystery that falls way outside the norm, he of the January full moon…
knows he's going to need a different kind of help than he's used to. He Werewolf's Tale
finds it in the bizarre form of The Ghoul, a monstrous investigator with The Howling
a reputation for solving the world's weirdest crimes. Written and
A Long December
created by Steve Niles (30 Days of Night), with art by industry legend The Stand (Movie Tie-In Edition)
Bernie Wrightson.
The Path to the Sea
Looks at the world in which author Stephen King lives and the real-life The first scream came from the snowbound
places that inspired the settings for some of his most popular works
railwayman who felt the fangs ripping at his
The Illustrated Guide to the Sites and Sights that Inspired the Modern throat. The next month, a woman was attacked
Master of Horror
in her bedroom. Now scenes of unbelieving
The Bedding of Boys
horror come each time the full moon shines
The Labor Day Hurricane of 1935
on the isolated Maine town of Tarker Mills.
Q-Ship Chameleon
No one knows who will be next; the only
Hollywood's Stephen King
thing the town knows is a paralyzing fear.
A practitioner of Vodou must test the boundaries of her powers
For use in schools and libraries only. The
to solve a ritual murder in New Orleans and protect everything
isolated Maine village of Tarker Mills is
she holds sacred. Haitian-American Vodou priestess Mambo
terrorized by the horrifying bloodthirsty
Reina Dumond runs a healing practice from her New Orleans
creature stalking its inhabitants at the
home. Gifted with water magic since she was a child, Reina is
time of the full moon.
devoted to the benevolent traditions of her ancestors. After a
Regina Corsi is a monster, the vilest of
ritual slaying in the French Quarter, police arrest a fellow
vodouisant. Detective Roman Frost, Reina's ex-boyfriend--a
predators. Her desire for young boys is only
fierce nonbeliever--is eager to tie the crime, and half a dozen
matched by the bloodlust that overcomes her
others, to the Vodou practitioners of New Orleans. Reina
once the sex is finished. But she's grown
resolves to find the real killer and defend the Vodou practice and hasty in her hunting. And only a special
customs, but the motives behind the murder are deeper and
friend can keep her disturbing appetites a
darker than she imagines. As Reina delves into the city's
secret. Nevada Barnes is fourteen, and,
shadows, she untangles more than just the truth behind a
emotionally speaking, still very much a
devious crime. It's a conspiracy. As a killer wields dangerous
child. When his stable home life is thrown
magic to thwart Reina's investigation, she must tap into the
into turmoil by an unexpected visitor, he
strength of her own power and faith to solve a mystery that
escapes into the arms of an older woman,
threatens to destroy her entire way of life.
Bernie Wrightson, comic book artist and illustrator extraordinaire where he will find his own desire growing
stronger each and every day. In the small
has worked creating comic books, illustration, and conceptual
town of Bay's End, Regina and Nevada dive
design for film. His impressive list of work includes the cocreation of Swamp Thing, illustrating Mary Shelly's Frankenstein, head first into a relationship doomed for
and, of course, working on dozens of comic book titles.
disaster, a sex-fueled madness neither will
Wrightson's extensive design work for the Gang of Seven
be able to satiate. But Regina's special
Animation Studio, while known, has never been documented
friend is impatient and will not be
until now with the creation of this new in-depth monograph that distracted by their love affair. It will
utilizes the archives of the studio. Marvel at concept drawings,
feed, whether Regina wills it to or not. For
model sheets, and hundreds of designs for projects including
the bedding of boys has consequences that
Biker Mice From Mars, The Juice, and Freak Show. All of the
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reach far beyond the legal ramifications of
her actions. When Ghost is hungry, only
death will do.
?Some of the world’s best-known authors of
the fantastic and the mysterious explore the
classic legend of the werewolf. From Mel
Gilden’s gripping fable of a small town with
werewolf fever, to Nancy Collins’s tale of a
young boy unaware of the evil within him, to
Stuart Kaminsky’s wolfman in Moscow—here are
spectacular new werewolf stories
transcending time and place. New Stories By
Kevin J. Anderson Stuart M. Kaminsky Kim
Antieau Kathe Koja Jerome Charyn Brad
Linaweaver Nancy A. Collins Pat Murphy A.C.
Crispin Kathleen O’Malley Philip José Farmer
Bill Pronzini Craig Shaw Gardner Robert J.
Randisi Mel Gilden Brad Strickland Nina
Kiriki Hoffman Robert E. Weinberg FEATURING
THE CLASSIC WEREWOLF STORIES BY HUGO AND
NEBULA AWARD-WINNERS HARLAN ELLISON & ROBERT
SILVERBERG Introduction by Harlan Ellison
Selected Filmography by Leonard Wolf
Creepshow
The Silver Wolf
The Quarter Storm
The Silver Bullet
Storm of the Century
Combining legend with popular culture, a retracing
of werewolf evolution notes its mythological
existence in countless ancient civilizations,
tracks its role in the witch trials, and relates
its presence in today's psychiatric wards. Reprint.
Originally published: New York: New American
Library, 1981.
From international bestseller Stephen King the
first ebook ever published—a novella about a young
man who hitches a ride with a driver from the other
side. Riding the Bullet is “a ghost story in the
grand manner” from the bestselling author of Bag of
Bones, The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon, and The Green
Mile—a short story about a young man who hitches a
ride with a driver from the other side.
The isolated Maine village of Tarker Mills is
terrorized by the horrifying bloodthirsty creature
stalking its inhabitants at the time of the full
moon
Cycle of the Werewolf
Orbit: Stephen King
The Hyde Effect
A Novel
Nightmares in the Sky

It: Chapter Two—now a major motion picture!
Stephen King’s terrifying, classic #1 New York
Times bestseller, “a landmark in American
literature” (Chicago Sun-Times)—about seven
adults who return to their hometown to confront
a nightmare they had first stumbled on as
teenagers…an evil without a name: It. Welcome
to Derry, Maine. It’s a small city, a place as
hauntingly familiar as your own hometown. Only
in Derry the haunting is real. They were seven
teenagers when they first stumbled upon the
horror. Now they are grown-up men and women who
have gone out into the big world to gain
success and happiness. But the promise they

made twenty-eight years ago calls them reunite
in the same place where, as teenagers, they
battled an evil creature that preyed on the
city’s children. Now, children are being
murdered again and their repressed memories of
that terrifying summer return as they prepare to
once again battle the monster lurking in Derry’s
sewers. Readers of Stephen King know that Derry,
Maine, is a place with a deep, dark hold on the
author. It reappears in many of his books,
including Bag of Bones, Hearts in Atlantis, and
11/22/63. But it all starts with It. “Stephen
King’s most mature work” (St. Petersburg Times),
“It will overwhelm you…to be read in a well-lit
room only” (Los Angeles Times).
This New York Times bestselling novel from
acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers tells the
story of Steve Harmon, a teenage boy in juvenile
detention and on trial. Presented as a
screenplay of Steve's own imagination, and
peppered with journal entries, the book shows
how one single decision can change our whole
lives. Monster is a multi-award-winning,
provocative coming-of-age story that was the
first-ever Michael L. Printz Award recipient, an
ALA Best Book, a Coretta Scott King Honor
selection, and a National Book Award finalist.
Monster is now a major motion picture called All
Rise and starring Jennifer Hudson, Kelvin
Harrison, Jr., Nas, and A$AP Rocky. The late
Walter Dean Myers was a National Ambassador for
Young People’s Literature, who was known for his
commitment to realistically depicting kids from
his hometown of Harlem.
In this new historical romantic fantasy of
stunning originality and scope, Alice Borchardt
breathes life into a bygone age, brilliantly
recreating a sensuous, violent world--and the
men and women whose grand ambitions, betrayals,
and passions shape the era in which they live
and die. Decadent Rome at the dawn of the Dark
Ages is mired in crumbling grandeur. Now, into
the Eternal City comes Regeane, a beautiful
young woman distantly related, through her dead
mother, to Charlemagne. Regeane's regal blood
renders her an unwilling pawn in the struggle
for political power. But unknown to those
plotting against her, the blood she has
inherited from her murdered father makes her
much more than a child of royalty. Possessed of
preternatural agility and strength, primal
memories extending back thousands of years, and
senses so keen they can pierce the veil of death
itself, Regeane is a shapeshifter: woman and
wolf, hunter and hunted. Betrothed by
Charlemagne's command to a barbarian lord she
has never seen, Regeane is surrounded by
enemies. The most notorious, her depraved uncle
and guardian, will not scruple to betray her to
the Church unless she aids him in his sinister
schemes. And if the Church discovers her secret,
Regeane will burn at the stake. Yet Regeane
finds allies as well: Lucilla, rumored to be the
private courtesan of Pope Hadrian himself;
Antonius, a wise and gentle soul trapped within
a body grotesquely disfigured by disease; and
the little Saxon girl Elfgifa, brave beyond her
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years, with a tongue as sharp as a blade.
Doc Macabre
Outside the gates of Rome, baying on the moonlit Bernie Wrightson
expanses of the Campagna, there is a mysterious He: Shorter Writings of Franz Kafka
dark wolf whose scent makes the animal in
Roadwork
Regeane tremble with desire. Now, as an infamous Art and Designs for the Gang of Seven
stranger prepares to claim his bride, deadly
Animation Studio
plots and counter plots tighten like a noose
"Jimmy Underhill was once the most respected
around her neck, Regeane must fight to live with private eye in Manhattan. Now in 1939,
dignity as the proud creature she is: civilized disillusioned and disappointed, he's been hitting
and savage, woman and wolf, partaking of both
the bottle, playing the ponies, and taking on cases
yet infinitely more than either . . . Lyrical,
no reputable agency would touch--witchcraft,
fast-paced, sensual, and rich with historical
hauntings, demonic possessions, all manner of black
magic and the occult. The monstrous undead are
detail and deep insights into the heart, The
called from their graves. The drinkers of blood
Silver Wolf catapults Alice Borchardt squarely
raise thier goblets over the corpses of their
into the front rank of contemporary women
victims. In the black dawn the Wolf lifts its great
writers. Her intricate plot and hypnotic voice
silver head and howls in a half-human voice. In New
will cast a spell that few will be able to
York City, the agents of the Nazis are gathering
resist.
the forces of Evil to unite with the Beast that is
Complemented by an author introduction, the
ravaging Europe. Bitten on the neck and changing,
screenplay for a six-hour television miniseries Jimmy Underhill is the only one who can halt the
follows the residents of Little Tall Island as
Nazified swarms in the secret, occult caverns of
they prepare to cope with both a dangerous storm New York. But to win this struggle against Evil, he
and an mysteriously evil force
must win the struggle against the animal in
Riding the Bullet
himself, the relentless lust of the Werewolf that
burns within and threatens to overwhelm his human
The Dark Tower Boxed Set
soul."--Back cover.
The Beast Within
The classic masterpiece by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephen King—illustrated by the
Frankenstein Alive, Alive: The Complete
legendary artist Bernie Wrightson! Terror began in
Collection
January—by the light of the full moon... The first
"The first scream came from the snowbound
scream came from the snowbound railwayman who felt
railwayman who felt the fangs ripping at his the werewolf’s fangs ripping at his throat. The
throat. The next month there was a scream of next month there was a scream of ecstatic agony
from the woman attacked in her cozy bedroom. Now
ecstatic agony from the woman attacked in
scenes of unbelievable horror unfold each time the
her snug bedroom." "Now scenes of
full moon shines on the isolated Maine town of
unbelieving horror come each time the full
Tarker’s Mills. No one knows who will be attacked
moon shines on the isolated Maine town of
next. But one thing is sure. When the full moon
Tarker Mills. No one knows who will be
rises, a paralyzing fear sweeps through Tarker's
attacked next." "But one thing is sure."
Mills. For snarls that sound like human words can
"When the moon grows fat, a paralyzing fear be heard whining through the wind. And all around
sweeps through Tarker Mills. For snarls that are the footprints of a monster whose hunger cannot
sound like human words can be heard whining be sated...
Detective Coogan knows well that there are some
through the wind. And all around are the
pretty shady freaks out there in the big city...
footprints of a monster whose hunger cannot but he doesn’t know that some of those freaks
be sated..."--Back cover.
aren’t human! He learns it the hard way, and ends
up on the wrong side of a bullet in this new series
Five scary tales written in comic book
from comic book legends Steve Niles and Bernie
format.
There is something unearthly and mysterious Wrightson that mixes horror and noir into a tightly
wound nightmare of twists and turns.
deep in Ackerman's Field in rural Maine.
It
There is a Stonehenge-like arrangement of
The Galaxy, and the Ground Within

seven stones with a horrifying EYE in the
center. And whatever dwells there in that
strange, windswept setting may have brought
about the suicide of one man...and harbor
death for the OCD afflicted "N.", whose
visits to the field have passed beyond
compulsion into the realm of obsession.
Based on the chilling short story from the
recent Stephen King collection, JUST AFTER
SUNSET, this adaptation will provide
nightmares aplenty. Just keep counting the
stones...keep counting...counting...
COLLECTING: Stephen King's N. #1-4
Highlights the life and career of novelist
Stephen King, master of the horror genre.
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